IGNITE @Aberfoyle Park High School

IGNITE is a program for students with High Intellectual Potential. Aberfoyle Park High School is the designated DECD Ignite Secondary School for the southern Adelaide area. Our IGNITE program offers a tailored curriculum to suit the needs of identified gifted and talented students.

How do I know if my child is gifted?

The characteristics of gifted children vary, but many display some or all of the following characteristics:

- High level of intelligence
- Curiosity from an early age
- Vivid imagination
- High level ability to problem solve
- Strong empathy for social justice
- Amazing memory
- Highly developed sense of humour
- Able to elaborate on complex ideas

Selection is based on performance in the ACER (Australian Council for Educational Research) Gifted & Talented Assessment.

Application forms for this program can be obtained by:
- Downloading from the school’s web site at www.aphs.sa.edu.au
- Phoning: 8270 4455
- Emailing: ignite@aphs.sa.edu.au

The closing date for applications is Monday 11th April 2016

Testing for a place in Year 8 Ignite for 2016 will be held at Aberfoyle Park High School at 8.45a.m. on Monday 11th April 2016.